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We really liked the way this garden had been laid out to show off the plant 

material. The gentle curve of the garden is emphasised by well thought 

through placing of a few carefully selected accessories. Variegated and 

silver shrubs provide an all year round backbone to the garden while white 

flowering shrubs create accent points right round the garden. The posters 

have been well used and the addition of the Planting for Colour book was a 

brilliant idea to inspire and inform customers

Aylett Nurseries

This garden has a wonderful theatrical feel to it, it is 

almost like a film backdrop. The contrast in textures 

and forms of foliage and flowers is superb.

Cannon Hall 
Garden Centre

Very strong merchandising indeed. The simple layout 

works really well and is extremely shoppable. Great 

emphasis created by the use of the statue.

Moreton Park 
Garden Centre

The use of bold blocks of plant material gave emphasis 

and importance to each plant giving the customer a 

clear and strong message that these were plants they 

should have in their garden.

Castle 
Gardens

We particularly liked the use of strong groups of pots 

and the Fatsias in containers fixed to the wall to add 

height and drama to this  lovely garden.

Garson
s Garden 

Centr
e, T

itchf
ield

The merchandising was really good with bold blocks of stock well associated with one another and highlighted with soft, duck egg blue painted tables.

Hayes  
Garden World

This garden felt very up to date and punchy, 

perfect for a young family. It was fresh and zingy, 

perfect for the summer ahead.

Goulds 
Garden Centre

We liked the clever inclusion of the white barked birch to give the whole garden a feeling of scale and permenance. The stock was well merchandised and the sheep added a welcome hint of humour.

Palmers 
Garden Centre

This garden is really inviting, being able to walk through 

this garden makes the customer feel really involved and 

able to visualise how this could work in their garden. 

Meadow Croft 
Garden Centre

This white garden was an ebullient collection of white 

flowers highlighted with really pretty use of white trellis 

and well placed point of sale.

Ferndale 
Garden Centre

The quality of the design of this garden really impressed us. So many 

of the tricks we use at Chelsea to create unity and depth have been 

used with larger plants coming to the front of borders and the path 

and planters used very cleverly to draw the viewers eye though the 

garden. Posters have been placed well to explain the whole concept and 

accessories were used with a lovely light touch. A really super garden.

Neal’s Nurseries

This garden felt like a secret corner tucked away in a larger garden. It really showed how amazingly effective green and white can be in small spaces and the use of the elegant garden mirror just enhanced this feeling. The addition of the extra “Get the Look” point of sale all shows great commitment to this concept. This garden has the advantage of being a size that could fit into any garden centre or indeed any garden hence it is really inspiring. Somewhere we would be happy to while away a quiet afternoon!

Perrywood Garden 
Centre & Nurseries

White Garden Competition
A selection of ‘The White Garden’ 
displays in this year’s competition. 
Our judges commented:

‘The standard of all the entries 
was exceptionally high and there 
were some superb details in every 
one of the gardens.’

Thanks and congratulations to all 
who entered.

There are also special 
mentions for the  
shortlisted finalists:

White Garden
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White Garden
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This was a really elegant garden with great 

combinations of foliage and flower colour giving a 

restrained but dramatic look

Snowdonia Nurseries 
& Garden Centre
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